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Jean Laficte National Historical Park was established in 1978 to preserve the natural
and cultural resources of the Mississippi Delta Region. The Earataria Unit consists
of fresh water bayous, svaxnps and marshlands. It provides a home for majestic live
oajts cloaked in Spanish moss, baldcypress trees, muskrat, otter, nutria, song and
water birds aod, of course, reptiles, including snakes and alligators. Present also
are prehistoric shell middens providing evidence of human occupation for the past
2,000 years .

For your enjoyment there are hiking and canoe trails throughout the park and fishing
is allowed vith a Louisiana State fishing license. Trails can be enjoyed year round
but visitors should be prepared for wet areas and insects, especially in the sunsDer
months. You may be fortunate enough to encounter wildlife in the park but remember-
this is their home-so please view them from a safe distance.

Ring Levee Trail (one mile round trip) - This trail gives you a chance to walk into
a swamp without getting youx| feet wet. Walking the trail you start in a bottomland
hardwood forest and progress into a cypress swamp. This is a fine example of 8
Louisiana swamp and the inhabitants within. Trail begins at Ring Levee parking lot,
.9 miles North from the intersection of Louisiana Highway 313A and Highway 45.

Big Woods Loop Trail (1.6 and/or 3.2 miles round trip) - This trail is undeveloped
and provides a beautiful walk through a bottom land hardwood forest. If you're looking
for birds this is the place! Trail begins at Ring Levee parking lot, .9 miles North
from the intersection of Louisiana Highway 313A and Highway 45.

Bayou Coquille Trail ^one and a half miles round trip) - This trail begins in a
bottomland hardwood forest, progresses into a swamp and finishes in a fresh water
marsh.

Guided Tours are provided at Ring Levee Trail

Weekdays: 12:00piL and 3:00piri

WeeKends: lC:00ar., IrOOprr, and 3:00pc.

New Visitor Center:

Hours: 8AK - 5 PM

film shown every ̂  hr. (8:30;9:30,etc)

Park Rangers are on duty seven cays a week to provide assistance and answer questions.
I: you have any unusual wildlife sightings or problems in the park, please let a ranger
Know

To Marrero

For more Information call (504) 689-2002.
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